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This FAQ contains a list of questions that have been asked by schools concerning types of data that can be 
collected/stored in G Suite.  While these are not an exhaustive list, they do frame the expectations of what 
should and should not be captured in this area.  As a reminder, employees should only have access to 
student/parent/staff data that is pertinent to their jobs. 
 
Can I use Google Classroom for my students?  Yes, Google Classroom is an approved resource. 
Can I have a list of student names in G Suite?  A list containing students’ first/last names and last four digits of 

the student ID is acceptable.   
Can I have a list of student names with assessment data in G Suite?  A list containing students’ first/last names 

and last four digits of the student ID is acceptable.  Assessment data should not be included.  
Can I have a list of student names with teacher names in G Suite?  A list containing students’ first/last names, 

last four digits of the student ID and teacher names is acceptable.  Course or program information 
should not be included. 

Can I have a list of student passwords in G Suite? A list of student passwords should not be kept in G Suite. 
Can I have student pictures in G Suite?  Student pictures with student names are allowed in G Suite if Media 

release has been approved by the parent.  Student IDs should not be used. 
Can I have a form where students select their connections in G Suite? A form requesting the student’s first/last 

name, last four digits of the student ID and connections selection is acceptable.   No language can be 
used in the connections selection that would include program information (EL, Special Ed, Gifted, EIP, 
Reading Recovery, etc.) 

Can I have a form to collect student placement information for next year? A form requesting Students’ 
first/last name, and grade level is acceptable.  Information concerning student academic, social, 
emotional needs/strengths, types of learning environments, medical concerns, student conflicts, etc. 
should not be included. 

Can I have a form where teachers nominate students for awards in G Suite? A form requesting the student’s 
first/last name, and last four digits of the student ID is acceptable. 

Can I have a form to collect parent volunteers in G Suite? A form requesting parent name, email and phone 
number is acceptable.  Student name can also be included but additional information concerning a 
student should not be included. 


